Mining the extracellular matrix for tissue engineering applications.
Tissue engineering is a rapidly evolving interdisciplinary field that aims to regenerate new tissue to replace damaged tissues or organs. The extracellular matrix (ECM) of animal tissues is a complex mixture of macromolecules that play an essential instructional role in the development of tissues and organs. Therefore, tissue engineering approaches rely on the need to present the correct cues to cells, to guide them to maintain tissue-specific functions. Recent research efforts have allowed us to mine various sequences and motifs, which play key roles in these guidance functions, from the ECM. Small conserved peptide sequences mined from ECM molecules can mimic some of the biological functions of their large parent molecules. In addition, these peptide sequences can be linked to various biomaterial scaffolds that can provide the cells with mechanical support to ensure appropriate cell growth and aid the formation of the correct tissue structure. The tissue engineering field will continue to benefit from the advent of these mined ECM sequences which have two major advantages over recombinant ECM molecules: material consistency and scalability.